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ABSTRACT
Entity resolution (ER) is a process to identify records in information systems, which refer to the same real-world
entity. Because in the two recent decades the data volume has grown so large, parallel techniques are called upon
to satisfy the ER requirements of high performance and scalability. The development of parallel ER has reached a
relatively prosperous stage, and has found its way into several applications. In this work, we first comprehensively
survey the state of the art of parallel ER approaches. From the comprehensive overview, we then extract the
classification criteria of parallel ER, classify and compare these approaches based on these criteria. Finally, we
identify open research questions and challenges and discuss potential solutions and further research potentials in
this field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Within a single information system or across different
information systems there may exist different
descriptions for one real-world entity. The differences
may result from typographical errors, abbreviations,
data formatting, etc. However, these errors and
inconsistencies can limit the applicability of the data for
transactional and analytical purposes, and, accordingly,
limit the business value of the data. Therefore, it is
necessary to be able to resolve and clarify such different
representations. Entity Resolution (ER) is the process
of identifying records that refer to the same real-world
entity. It is also known under several other names.
In the general field of computer science it is also
referred to as data matching [15], record linkage [30],
de-duplication [81], reference reconciliation [24], or
object identification [42]. More specifically, in the
database domain, ER is tightly related to the techniques
of similarity joins [52].
Today, ER plays a vital role in diverse areas, not
only in traditional applications of census, health care, or
national security, but also for Internet-based applications
such as social media, online shopping, web searches,
business mailing lists, etc. In some domains, like
the Web of data, ER is a prerequisite to enable
semantic search, interlink descriptions and support deep
reasoning [15]. It is also an indispensable step in
data cleaning [39] [80], data integration [38], and data
warehousing [8]. The use of computer techniques
to perform ER dates back to the middle of the last
century. Since then, researchers have developed various
techniques and algorithms for ER due to its many
applications. From its early days, there have been two
general goals: efficiency and effectiveness, which mean
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how fast and how accurately an ER task can be solved.
In recent years, the rise of the Web and Cloud-based
applications has led to several extensions of techniques
and algorithms for ER. Data of those applications,
depending on specific criteria sometimes also referred to
as Big Data, is often semi-structured, comes from diverse
domains, and exists on a very large-scale. These three
properties make it qualitatively different from traditional
data, which brings new challenges to ER and in turn
require new techniques or algorithms as solutions.
To be specific, specialized similarity measures
are required for semi-structured data, cross-domain
techniques are needed to handle data from diverse
domains, and parallel techniques are needed to make
algorithms not only efficient and effective, but also
scalable, in order to be able to deal with the large
and often unpredictable scale of the data [85]. Parallel
techniques developed in response to the large-scale data
challenge are the objects of this survey. For the sake
of simplicity, we call ER without using any parallel
techniques serial ER, otherwise we call it parallel ER.
Despite the relatively prosperous stage of parallel ER,
the inevitable future expansion in data volume will
require further increases in data processing efficiency.
To date, however, no thorough survey of parallel ER
has been published. Most of the earlier surveys only
addressed the general field of ER.
Gu et al. [37] in 2003 described a record linkage
system design and summarized common techniques
used in each key system component, such as blocking,
comparison, decision model, etc. In addition, they
also provided new alternatives to implement these
components and compared them to previous algorithms.
Brizan and Tansel [8] in 2006 summarized matching
techniques and ways to apply them. In [90] Winkler
described in 2006 various ER applications and then
described methods for improving matching efficacy, i.e.
to make ER more easily applicable, and according
methods for string comparison. Elmagarmid et al. [28]
in 2007 gave a thorough analysis of approaches on
duplicate record detection, which specifically includes
techniques used to match records with single attribute
or multiple attributes, techniques for improving the
efficiency and scalability of approximate duplicate
detection algorithms, a few commercial tools used in
industry and a brief discussion of open problems.
Ko¨pcke and Rahm [59] in 2010 compared and
evaluated 11 proposed frameworks for ER. The selected
comparison criteria can also be used to compare
other frameworks. After the theoretical comparison
of 11 frameworks, experimental evaluations were also
provided to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of
frameworks. Christen [16] in 2012 focused on indexing
techniques used in ER and gave a detailed discussion
of six indexing techniques with a total of twelve
variations of them, which included a theoretical analysis
of their complexity and an empirical evaluation of these
techniques. Getoor und Machanavajjhala [34] [35]
in 2012 and 2013 gave tutorials on ER, including
existing solutions, current challenges and open questions
in the field of ER. Gal [33] in 2014 also gave
a tutorial on Entity Resolution, and he concluded
models and algorithms used for uncertainty in ER
and exposed current challenges and future research
directions. Chen [12] published a short survey in
2015 in the area of crowdsourcing ER. Papadakis et
al. [74] in 2016 focused also on blocking (also called
indexing) techniques used in ER, which has the same
focus as [16]. They first classified 17 state-of-the-art
blocking methods into lazy blocking, block-refinement,
comparison-refinement, proactive blocking categories,
and then empirically evaluated them on six popular real
datasets and six established synthetic datasets.
As outlined above, a survey with a focus on aspects of
the parallelization of ER does not yet exist. In this paper
we present such a survey, covering the basic principles
and most important parallel ER approaches. The main
contributions of this work are as follows:
• Extracting the classification criteria of parallel ER
approaches.
• Classifying and comparing the important parallel
ER approaches based on these criteria.
• Identifying possible solutions that fulfill the
important criteria of parallel ER.
• Discussing further research potentials for parallel
ER.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce the process of ER and parallel
ER, which are the foundations to understand the paper.
Then, we present the methodology of our literature
review in Section 3. In Section 4, we first group 34
selected approaches into three categories. Based on these
three categories, we then provide an overview of the
publications and introduce the three sets of criteria we
extracted. Lastly, we discuss those publications based on
the first two sets of criteria. The discussion based on the
last set of criteria, efficiency-based criteria, are presented
separately in Section 5 because of their great importance
for parallel ER. In this section, we also propose possible
solutions for the key criteria and these solutions are
inspired and extracted from existing research on parallel
ER. In Section 6, we discuss the remaining research
potential for parallel ER. Last, we sum up the paper and
provide an outlook of possible future work in Section 7.
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Figure 1: The general process of ER based on [15]
2 PARALLEL ER
In this section, we first introduce the goals that ER
solutions should pursue. Then we describe the typical
workflow for ER, which is a preliminary to explain the
two kinds of parallelism in parallel ER to be introduced
at last.
There are three general goals for solving ER tasks:
effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability. Effectiveness
means how reliable the ER results are, which is often
expressed with three metrics: precision, recall and F-
measure [64]. Efficiency and scalability are closely
related. Efficiency, typically referring to runtime
efficiency, indicates a time to complete an ER task that
is optimal or sufficient to fulfil application requirements.
Scalability indicates the capability of a system to process
changing data volumes with the same response time, for
instance by flexibly adjusting processing resources.
2.1 General ER Workflow
In order to achieve these goals, there is a typical
workflow of ER tasks which is shown in Figure 1.
The workflow consists of five major steps in total:
data preprocessing, blocking, pair-wise comparison,
classification, and evaluation [15]. In the following,
these five steps are introduced according to the order of
their application in the overall process.
Data preprocessing: The input data that needs to be
resolved is usually noisy, inconsistent, and with low
data quality. Furthermore, some of the following steps
may require the data to be in a specific format as a
precondition to work properly. Therefore, before the data
is processed for ER, data preprocessing is required as the
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first step to clean and standardize the input data. In some
cases due to specific blocking or comparison techniques,
data tokenization and segmentation are also included in
this step [15].
Blocking: To achieve efficiency in parallel as well as
in serial ER processing, blocking is often adopted.
Blocking means splitting the whole input dataset into
blocks, and then comparing only entities in the same
block. This requires a blocking strategy, which
guarantees – or at least makes it very likely – that
potentially matching records will be assigned to the
same block. Though this may have a negative impact
on effectiveness, the reason for adopting blocking is
efficiency of ER, which in general is a very time-
consuming, compute-intensive task. For an input dataset
with n records, the number of comparisons for an
ER task is n(n − 1)/2, which means the computing
complexity for it with n records is O(n2).
Therefore, the computing time for solving an ER task
is dramatically extended, when the number of records
increases. However, by using blocking, the search
space for ER can be reduced and the corresponding
computing complexity becomes O(n) for a fixed block
size. Furthermore, for parallel processing blocking
provides a set of independent sub-tasks that can
be easily parallelised. Because of their importance
for efficiency, many blocking techniques have been
developed. They can be categorized into six types:
blocking key (also frequently referred to as standard
blocking), sorted neighborhood approach [38], q-gram
or n-gram (fixed size sub-strings, overlapping or not
overlapping, respectively) based blocking [72], suffix-
array based indexing [2], canopy clustering [67] and
mapping-based indexing [47].
Pair-wise comparison: The third step is the essential
one of the ER process, which makes ER a compute-
intensive and time-consuming task. For the pair-wise
comparison, a similarity function is used to estimate how
similar two entities of a pair are. Most often, input
entities are considered to be single strings or sequences
of strings in records or objects. Therefore, here we focus
on strings as input for the similarity functions. There are
two main types of string similarity functions. One type is
set-based functions, such as Jaccard [44] [23], dice [22]
and Cosine [21] similarity functions. The input for set-
based similarity functions must be a set of tokens, where
a token can be either a word or n-gram/q-gram [72] and
can be generated from data preprocessing steps. The
other one is character-based, such as edit distance [60]
and various derivatives, which are defined based on the
number of character operations required to transform one
string to another [20].
Classification: After receiving the similarity scores for
record pairs as intermediate results, the classification
step will make the decision, whether a pair of records
is considered as a match or non-match, i.e. do they
refer to the same real-world entity or not? There
are various classification methods: simple threshold-
based classification, probabilistic classification, cost-
based classification, rule-based classification, clustering-
based approaches and collective classification, etc [15].
When some pairs cannot be identified as match or non-
match automatically, it is also possible that they are
reviewed and a decision is made by a human expert [15].
Evaluation: The last step evaluation is optional. It is
used to estimate the effectiveness of the ER process.
Techniques used in data preprocessing, pair-wise
comparison, and classification should be chosen
carefully to achieve a high effectiveness. Based on
the techniques determined in the above steps, blocking
techniques are typically used to improve efficiency and
scalability, but may imply a trade-off situation with
effectiveness goals.
2.2 Workflow of Parallel ER
The typical workflow of parallel ER approaches also
follows these five steps. What makes parallel ER
different from serial ER is that in some or all steps of
the ER process parallel techniques are used to speed-up
ER and/or achieve scalability. There are two kinds of
possible parallelisations for ER: intra-step and inter-step
parallelism.
Intra-step parallelism refers to a special form of
data parallelism (as opposed to task parallelism) in
this context. In parallel data processing independent
operations are carried out simultaneously on elements
of one data set. In this way, the large-scale data can
be divided into many smaller subsets and the processing
problem can be solved in parallel. This form is especially
suitable for problems that can be broken down into
many separate, independent operations on vast quantities
of data. ER is such a problem, because operations
like block assignment, comparisons in each step of ER
are often independent for records or pairs and can be
performed in parallel.
Inter-step parallelism is a case of task parallelism,
where each step in the process can be considered
as a task and can be executed in parallel. Strictly
speaking, relationships between adjacent steps are not
independent, the output of the previous step may be the
input of its next step. Therefore, the task parallelism
in ER is limited. However, some approaches support
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a pipelined processing pattern: because the input data
volume is large, after one step has completed some
partial results, the next step can begin to process these
intermediate results without waiting for complete results
from the previous step, so a certain level of task
parallelism can be achieved.
To date, almost all publications on parallel ER focus
on data parallelism. Only [79] presents an approach
to parallelise the processing within as well as across
different steps.
3 METHODOLOGY AND RESULT OF
LITERATURE SEARCH
In this section, we describe the process of finding and
selecting the 44 papers on parallel ER presented in this
review. The process includes the following steps and
according results:
Identification of a start set of articles: The first task
in the literature search is to identify a start set of articles
having a strong focus on the considered field of parallel
ER. If a start set is too large, the efforts to identify related
papers will be unacceptable, while, on the other hand,
if a start set contains too few articles, some important
articles may be missed. As ER has many synonyms, the
most commonly used aliases were also used as key words
to achieve a start set covering diverse entry points to
sub-fields of research. Furthermore, ER-related research
in computer science has been going on for almost six
decades, so the number of articles is huge. Therefore,
it was mandatory to use key words distinguishing serial
and parallel ER to limit the size of the start set. To make
the search string more restrictive we use the keyword
‘partition’in oder to find the papers with a focus on
parallel processing. Based on these considerations, we
defined the following search string:
(“entity resolution” OR “record linkage” OR “data
matching” OR “deduplication” OR “duplication
detection” OR “similarity join”) AND (“parallel” OR
“distributed”) AND “partition”.
This search string was used on five big literature
databases: ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore,
SpringerLink, ScienceDirect and Scopus. Returned
articles from workshops, conferences and journals of
computer science formed the start set, including 9
articles from ACM Digital Library, 439 articles from
IEEE Xplore, 249 articles from SpringerLink, 248
articles from SpringerLink and 205 articles from Scopus.
Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria on the start
set: The second step is to define inclusion and exclusion
criteria and then apply them on the papers in the start set.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria are as follows.
Inclusion Criteria:
IC01: Including articles, which are published between
2005 and April 2017. 2005 is chosen, because the
vast majority of the research regarding parallel ER
is published after this year and we intended to focus
on the current state of research. December 2017 is
the time we did the literature search.
IC02: Including articles, which are written in English.
IC03: Including research papers, in which the research
ideas and solutions are originally from authors
themselves.
IC04: Including articles, whose topics are generic
ER (similarity join included) and using parallel
computation techniques to solve ER problems.
Exclusion Criteria:
EC01: Removing overlapping articles between
different literature databases.
EC02: Removing articles, which are lecture notes or
summaries of conferences, etc.
EC03: Removing articles, which are literature reviews
and surveys.
EC04: Removing articles, whose focus is on general
data mining, data integration, data cleaning, data
storage, data classification, similarity search, etc.
EC05: Removing articles, that only address specifics
of ER in applications domains, such as geospatial,
forensic, networking, multimedia domains.
EC06: Removing articles, whose focus is not using
parallel DBs or big data processing frameworks
to support parallelising the ER process, but
either to improve efficiency by using non-parallel
algorithms, small-scale parallelism offered by
GPUs for local tasks, focusing on solving privacy
problems, or query-time/streaming ER.
EC07: Removing articles based on the number of
citations indicating low impact or importance.
Because the number of citations increases over time
after publishing, it is not reasonable to have a single
lower-bound value. Therefore, we removed articles
with a citation number less than two times the
publication age in years before the current year of
2017, i.e., 2 ∗ (2018− publicationY ear).
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Table 1: Classification of parallel RE approaches based on the programming model
ID Publication Information Programming Model
P-Swoosh [49] by Kawai et al. in 2006 parallel DBMS
Parallel linkage [50] by Kim and Lee in 2007 parallel DBMS
D-Swoosh [5] by Benjelloun et al. in 2007 parallel DBMS
FERAPARDAF [79] by Santos et al. in 2007 parallel DBMS
Febrl [14] by Christen in 2008 parallel DBMS
Iterative DDG [40] by Herschel et al. in 2012 parallel DBMS
Partition-based [46] by Jiang et al. in 2013 parallel DBMS
Pairwise document [29] by Elsayed et al. in 2008 MapReduce
SSJ-2R [3] by Baraglia et al. in 2010 MapReduce
Dedoop [51–58] by Kirsten et al. from 2010 to 2013 MapReduce
VCL [87] by Vernica et al. in 2010 MapReduce
MapDupReducer [88] by Wang et al. in 2010 MapReduce
MD-Approach [18] by Dal Bianco et al. in 2011 MapReduce
V-SMART-Join [71] by Metawally et al. in 2012 MapReduce
MRSimJoin [83, 84] by Silva et al. in 2012 MapReduce
LINDA [7] by Boehm et al. in 2012 MapReduce
Graph-based [48] by Kardes et al. in 2013 MapReduce
MR-DSJ [82] by Seidl et al. in 2013 MapReduce
PHiDJ [32] by Fries et al. in 2014 MapReduce
Cluster Join [19] by Das Sarma et al. in 2014 MapReduce
Graph-parallel [66] by Malhotra et al. in 2014 MapReduce
Mass Join [20] by Deng et al. in 2014 MapReduce
DCS++ MR-ER [69] [36] by Mestre et al. in 2013 and 2015 MapReduce
Sort-Map-Reduce [62] [63] by Ma et al. in 2015 MapReduce
FACET [93] by Yang et al. in 2015 MapReduce
SJT-based [61] by Liu et al. in 2016 MapReduce
High velocity streams [6] by Benny et al. in 2016 MapReduce
Dis-Dedup [17] by Chu et al. in 2016 MapReduce
Meta-blocking [27] by Efthymiou et al. in 2017 MapReduce
Sampling-based [11] by Chen et al. in 2017 MapReduce
Density-based blocking [25] by Dou et al. in 2017 MapReduce or Spark RDD
RDD-based ER [10] by Chen et al. in 2015 Spark RDD
ER of healthcare data [76] by Pita et al. in 2015 Spark RDD
DCS++ Spark-ER [70] by Demetrio et al. in 2017 Spark RDD
Using the above defined criteria, we applied them on
the start set with the following sub-steps:
Sub-step 1: Apply criteria, which are independent
from article contents, i.e., IC01, IC02, and EC01,
applying the filter functions of each search engine
of the literature databases. After this sub-step, 1119
articles remained.
Sub-step 2: Apply the criteria (IC03-IC04 and EC02-
EC06) on article titles to include or remove
articles. After this substep, 118 articles remained
for consideration.
Sub-step 3: Apply the criteria (IC03-IC04 and EC02-
EC06) on article abstract to include or remove
articles. After applying the criteria, 31 articles are
left. And lastly by applying EC07, eight articles are
removed because of not reaching the citation lower-
bound. After this sub-step, 23 articles are left.
Sub-step 4: Apply the criteria (IC03-IC04 and EC01-
EC06) to include or remove articles from the
literature set by reading the entire paper. After
applying these criteria on the whole paper, three
articles are removed and 20 articles are left.
Supplementing the literature set by checking the
references of articles: After we had the list of identified
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20 articles from the second step, we checked references
from or to those articles, and then decided whether to
add found articles to our literature set or not based on
all criteria described above. After this step, we found 24
more articles and had 44 articles in total.
4 OVERVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION
Table 1 lists the 44 papers selected. We merged research
presented in different papers in one row if they are
done by the same researchers or the same research
group, and presented methods are tightly related and can
be combined. For instance, eight papers in the final
literature set are regarding the research on Dedoop and
we combined all eight papers into one row and named it
Dedoop. This way we have 34 rows in Table 1.
In this section, we first classify all approaches
according to the programming model they used into
three categories: Parallel DBMS, i.e., parallelism is
achieved in terms of parallel database processing and
no specific programming model, MapReduce-based, and
Spark-based. These are the currently most often used
approaches, in real-world-applications as well as in
academic research. Therefore, we focus on them in
this overview. Nevertheless, new parallel programming
models and frameworks are a topic of ongoing research
and their applicability and usage for ER must be covered
in future research, as discussed in section 6.
Then we extract three sets of criteria for parallel ER
to provide an overview for existing approaches based on
these three categories. The reason for this is, that the
used programming model is a basic aspect of parallel
ER. All further discussions are based on these three
categories. The three sets of criteria we extracted are
as follows.
• The first set of criteria describes general aspects
which are mostly application-driven including
operation type, number of input sources and input
data structure.
• The second set of criteria is related to effectiveness,
which include data preprocessing, similarity
function, match mode and clustering.
• The last set of criteria pertains to efficiency, which
is the most important part for parallel ER and
includes specific aspects of the programming model
used, blocking approaches, data partitioning, load
balancing and redundancy handling.
On one hand, these criteria can be used to compare
and classify existing approaches regarding parallel ER.
On the other hand, when developers are designing their
own parallel ER, these criteria can help them to discuss
and to weigh specific requirements of their parallel
ER applications. In the rest of this section, we will
introduce the first two sets of criteria and present the
classification based on those directly after each set of
criteria. Efficiency-based criteria are discussed in the
next section separately, because efficiency-based criteria,
including considerations related to scalability, are the
most critical ones for parallel ER.
4.1 Classification of Approaches Based on
Frameworks Used
In this survey, we present 34 approaches of parallel
ER. For simplicity, we assign each publication a
short and meaningful identification to simply represent
them throughout this survey. Then we classify them
according to the programming model: parallel DBMS,
i.e., no programming model used, MapReduce-based
and Spark-based. Table 1 shows all publications and
their programming model. As we can see, seven of
them do not apply a programming model but use Parallel
DBMS to execute parallel ER tasks. 23 approaches
use only MapReduce, and the remaining 3 approaches
are only Spark-based. The approach presented in [25]
implemented parallel ER until finishing its blocking step
with both MapReduce and Spark.
More than two thirds of the approaches chose
MapReduce to implement parallelism, and only
about one fifth of the research implemented general
parallelism, i.e., using Parallel DBMS, and 4 out of
34 approaches are Spark-based, which represents the
current state of ER in academic research quite well
regarding proportion. Spark-based techniques have
rarely been applied before 2015, mainly because Spark
has become an open-sourced Top-Level Apache Project
since February 20141. The research not using any
specific programming model was mostly early work, but
it is certainly more relevant for real-world applications
than the proportion of academic research suggests. After
MapReduce became popular for parallel computing and
with the support of its open-sourced implementation
of Apache Hadoop, the vast majority of research
approaches after 2008 applied it. The reason is that
MapReduce provides users a model to simply express
relatively sophisticated distributed programs [75]. Users
only need to care about the implementation of the map
and reduce functions, with no need to consider the
partitioning of the input dataset, scheduling the program
across machines, handling failures and managing
inter-machine communication.
As mentioned above, almost all approaches only
parallelised the pair-wise-comparison step, while [79]
parallelised data processing in each step and also
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache Spark
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Table 2: Classification based on the general criteria, grouped by programming models
(a) General classification of parallel DBMS ER
ID Operation Type #Input Sources Input Data Type
P-Swoosh [49] entity resolution not described records
Parallel linkage [50] entity resolution 2 records
D-Swoosh [5] entity resolution not described records
FERAPARDAF [79] deduplication 1 records
Febrl [14] deduplication 1 records
Iterative DDG [40] deduplication 1 graph
Partition-based [46] similarity join 1 strings
(b) General classification of MapReduce-based ER
ID Operation Type #Input Sources Input Data Type
Pairwise document similarity self-join 1 documents
SSJ-2R [3] similarity self-join 1 documents
Dedoop [51–58] entity resolution 1 or n records
VCL [87] set-similarity join 1 or n records
MapDupReducer [88] deduplication 1 documents
MD-Approach [18] deduplication 1 records
V-SMART-Join [71] similarity join 1
sets,
multisets, and
vectors
MRSimJoin [83, 84] similarity join 2 records
LINDA [7] entity resolution n graph
Graph-based [48] entity resolution not described records
MR-DSJ [82] similarity self-join 1 vector data
PHiDJ [32] similarity self-join 1
high dimensional
vectors
Cluster Join [19] similarity join 1 or n records
Graph-parallel [66] entity resolution not described records
Mass Join [20] similarity join 1 or 2 strings
DCS++ MR-ER [69] [36] entity resolution 1 records
Sort-Map-Reduce [62] [63] deduplication 1 records
FACET [93] similarity join 1 or 2 vectors
SJT-based [61] similarity join 1 records
High velocity streams [6] entity resolution 2 records
Dis-Dedup [17] deduplication 1 records
Meta-blocking [27] entity resolution 2 records
Sampling-based [11] similarity join 2 records
Density-based blocking [25] entity resolution 1 or 2 records
(c) General classification of Spark-based ER
ID Operation Type #Input Sources Input Data Type
Density-based blocking [25] entity resolution 1 or 2 records
RDD-based ER [10] top-k similarity join 1 multi-dimensional
ER of healthcare data [76] entity resolution n health data
DCS++ Spark-ER [70] entity resolution 1 or 2 records
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performed different steps in parallel through its run-time
system, Anthill. In addition, among publications that
implement data parallelism, most of them considered
only inter-processor parallelism. Approaches presented
in [46], [18], [7] and [66] considered both intra and
inter-processor parallelism. The benefit of considering
intra-processor parallelism was mentioned in [18], i.e.
the communication overhead is low without excessive
data copying.
Using parallel DBMS has some shortcomings for
small and medium-sized enterprises. Parallel DBMSs
are expensive [86], have no ability to operate in
a heterogeneous environment and have very limited
fault tolerance [1]. Furthermore, they require high
maintenance and administration efforts. In academia,
researchers may encounter problems, such as limited
budget and a heterogeneous environment. This may
be another reason, why open-source frameworks are
unproportionally popular there. Furthermore, their high
level of abstraction might help researchers to concentrate
on application specific – in this case ER – research
questions.
4.2 General Criteria and Classification
The three general criteria focus mainly on application
aspects, i.e. how and for what purpose the approaches
are being used. The criteria are:
Operation Type: As mentioned above, de-duplication
is a special case of entity resolution, indicating that
a reconciliation of found matches is an intended
part of the process. Similarity joins are tightly
related to entity resolution in the database domain
for finding matching pairs. Although they are
quite similar with ER, normally they have their
particular emphasises. In this survey, related
research approaches, such as similarity joins and
deduplication, are also included. Therefore, this
criterion is set to clarify the precise operation type
for each approach.
Number of Input Sources: Current approaches can
also be classified based on whether algorithms or
techniques used support ER only within one single
source or also among multiple sources. It is not
difficult to extend ER within one single source
to multiple sources. However, the extension may
become complicated, not intuitive, and we may lose
the advantage of knowing that the data is actually
from two sources. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider which algorithms or techniques can be
used for ER among multiple sources and which can
only be used within one single source.
Input Data Type: For existing publications, the type of
input data varies. In most cases, approaches do not
limit the types of the input data. We use “records” to
represent this case, because using flatly structured
data units as in relational databases are the standard
case considered. However, in some research,
more or less complex data types are considered,
e.g. documents or strings. In particular, in some
research, in order to improve the effectiveness of
ER, they consider not only records and entities
themselves, but also relationships between records
and entities. In this case, the input data type is an
entity graph.
Based on these three criteria, we have the first set of
overview tables in Table 2a, Table 2b, and Table 2c,
which provide an overview for these criteria, once again
grouped for parallel DBMS ER (Table 2a), MapReduce-
based ER (Table 2b) and Spark-based ER (Table 2c). As
can be seen in these three overview tables regarding the
operation type, the majority of publications considered
a general entity resolution problem. Some of them
consider only the situation that there is a single
input source, which indicates a de-duplication problem.
Different kinds of similarity joins are also addressed,
such as set or top-k similarity joins.
Regarding the number of input sources, about half
of the approaches considered the situation that the
input data may be from different sources. However,
most of them handled this problem only by combining
multiple sources into one source. Especially, in parallel
linkage [50], the emphasis is on studying different
algorithms for the sake of better performance of the ER
task, rather than combining multiple sources into one
source considering whether there are duplicates in each
input source or not.
At last, most of the publications did not limit the
input data type. Three of them only accept input data
with strings and one of them tried to resolve document
matches. RDD-based ER [10] and ER of health-care
data [76] focus on multi-dimensional and health data due
to their specific application area. Furthermore, Iterative
DDG [40] and LINDA [7] first form an entity graph,
whose edges represent known relationships between
records, and then use this entity graph as input data for
ER. Though only these mentioned approaches consider
specifics of the given application domain, this inclusion
of knowledge about the data characteristics during
blocking, similarity calculation, etc. can, in general, be
very beneficial for overall goals like effectiveness and
efficiency.
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Table 3: Effectiveness consideration of parallel DBMS ER
ID Data Preprocessing Similarity Function Match Mode Clustering
P-Swoosh [49] no preprocessing not described
merge after
match no clustering
Parallel linkage [50] no preprocessing
s-cc/s-dcself/s-dd1/
s-dd2/s-dd3
merge after
match no clustering
D-Swoosh [5] no preprocessing not described
merge after
match no clustering
FERAPARDAF [79] standardization, cleaning not described no merge no clustering
Febrl [14]
hidden-markov-model for
cleaning/standardization
not described, matching
attribute weights no merge no clustering
Iterative DDG [40] entity graph as input self-defined similarities
iterative and
propagate no clustering
Partition-based [46]
partition and
substring comparison
extension-based
verification no merge no clustering
Table 4: Effectiveness consideration of Spark-based ER
ID Data Preprocessing Similarity Function Match Mode Clustering
Density-based
blocking [25] no preprocessing
none, focus only on
blocking algorithms no merge no clustering
RDD-based ER [10] no preprocessing top-k-DC no merge k closest pairs
ER of healthcare
data [76] no preprocessing
dice or bit vectors
comparison no merge no clustering
DCS++
Spark-ER [70] no preprocessing Jaro-Winkler no merge no clustering
4.3 Effectiveness-related Criteria and their
Classification
This subsection presents criteria related to effectiveness
and the classification of approaches based on them. The
following criteria are considered:
Data preprocessing: This criterion indicates whether
there are any data preprocessing steps in algorithms
or techniques of the approaches and which kinds of
procedures are used.
Similarity function: The reason for considering this
criterion for classifying parallel ER techniques is
that some approaches apply parallel techniques only
suitable when specific similarity functions are used.
Thus, publications should be pointed out where
specific similarity functions are part of the core
procedure or whether their algorithms or techniques
can be applied independently.
Match Mode: This criterion addresses another aspect
of the pair-wise comparison step. It does not
concern the specific function used for comparison,
but, after a pair of records is identified by a
similarity function as a match, what kinds of
further steps will be done to improve the results,
e.g. whether matching records are merged or if
matching results are propagated.
Clustering: Applications can also be classified
according to whether they cluster matching records
based on pair-wise comparison results and which
clustering methods they use.
Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 present the classification
of publications based on these four effectiveness related
criteria.
Regarding data preprocessing, half of the approaches
support preprocessing steps in one way or the other,
among which cleaning and standardization are the most
commonly used techniques. The approaches [14],
[79] and [88] also supported data cleaning and
standardization. In [14] Christen et al. suggested a
three-step data cleaning and standardization based on
hidden Markov models. As a preparation to special
blocking methods used in some publications, the data
preprocessing step in [88], [20], [87] and [77] include
transforming input records to tokens, and [46] first
partitions the input records (records here are all strings)
and then transforms input strings into substrings. The
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Table 5: Effectiveness consideration of MapReduce-based ER
ID Data Preprocessing Similarity Function Match Mode Clustering
Pairwise
document [29]
Stemming & stopwords
removal & df-cut
symmetric variant of
OkapiBM25 [73] no merge no clustering
SSJ-2R [3]
stemming; normalization;
stopwords removal;
lexicon extraction;
sorting features
not described no merge no clustering
Dedoop [51–58] no preprocessing not described no merge no clustering
VCL [87] string to prefix tokens Coefficients: Jaccard,Tanimoto, cosine no merge no clustering
MapDup-
Reducer [88]
cleaning, parsing,
tokensation not described no merge no clustering
MD-Approach [18] no preprocessing not described no merge no clustering
V-SMART-Join [71] stopwords removal Nominal SimilarityMeasures no merge no clustering
MRSimJoin [83, 84] no preprocessing various functionspossible no merge no clustering
LINDA [7] edges added tobuild graph not described
iterative and
propagate no clustering
Graph-based [48] Soundex or Phoetex feature-based no merge
transitive
closure &
sClust
MR-DSJ [82] no preprocessing distance-based functions no merge no clustering
PHiDJ [32] no preprocessing distance-based functions no merge no clustering
Cluster Join [19] no preprocessing not described no merge no clustering
Graph-parallel [66] no preprocessing not described merge orno merge
connected
components
Mass Join [20] token-basedsignature generation
Jaccard, edit distance,
set- and character-based no merge no clustering
DCS++
MR-ER [69] [36] no preprocessing Jaro-Winkler no merge no clustering
Sort-Map-
Reduce [62] [63] no preprocessing not described no merge no clustering
FACET [93]
getting additional
information to prepare
for blocking
cosine or Dice
similarity(-based) no merge no clustering
SJT-based [61] no not described no merge no clustering
High velocity
streams [6]
2ord boundaries,
stemming,
stop word removal
average result of
13 functions no merge no clustering
Dis-Dedup [17] no preprocessing edit distance no merge no clustering
Meta-blocking [27] redundancy positive blockcollections not described no merge no clustering
Sampling-
based [11]
centroid selection based
on sampled data any functions possible no merge no clustering
Density-based
blocking [25] no preprocessing
none, focus only on
blocking algorithms no merge no clustering
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approaches presented in [7] and [40] are graph-based and
consider relationships between input records. Therefore,
they build an entity graph during the data preprocessing
step. Besides, in [48], Soundex or Phoetex is used to
preprocess the input data.
Similarity functions used in each publication vary, as
all the different approaches choose suitable functions for
their own scenarios. Since in publications on parallel
ER the specific similarity functions used are often not
a focus, and around half of the approaches did not
discuss the specific similarity function(s) they used. Dou
et al. [25] focused their research only on blocking
algorithms and in their research no related information
on later steps is described. Kim and Lee [50] developed
a series of algorithms for ER between two sources by
considering different scenarios whether sources are clean
or dirty. Except for the above-mentioned research, other
approaches have their own similarity functions, where
Jaccard, edit distance and coefficient functions are used
more commonly than others.
Regarding the match mode, most of the approaches
terminate ER tasks after they have matching results for
all records. In [40] and [7], similarity functions were
iteratively used to improve results and all results should
propagate to the whole entity graph.
Regarding clustering and dealing with multiple
matches of single records, the majority of approaches
do not cluster records after local comparisons. In [66]
Malhotra took each connected component as a cluster.
Kardes in [48] proposed a clustering strategy called
sClust to better cluster records based on the results after
computing the transitive closure. The cluster approach
used in [10] is to take the top-k closest pairs of records
as a cluster.
5 EFFICIENCY-RELATED CRITERIA AND
THEIR CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we present the last group of criteria,
which are related to efficiency, i.e. mainly focused
on runtime performance aspects such as response
time, throughput, and scalability. As ER is
parallelised to improve especially towards these goals,
their consideration is of great importance within this
overview. The following four main criteria are
considered for the classification:
Blocking: Blocking is a vital step to improve the
efficiency of ER. Therefore, for large-scale data, it
should be considered and indeed is often discussed
in current parallel ER, with some research only
focusing on finding efficient blocking strategies.
Data partitioning: How to partition the input data or
data after defining blocking keys and allocate it
to available cores or processors is an important
research question in parallel ER. Even if many
cores or processors are available for ER, if the
partition is not balanced, small data sets lead to
idle cores or processors, and large data sets lead
to a long processing time of assigned cores or
processors, which can dominate the whole run time
and lower the performance. Therefore, suitable data
partitioning strategies are required.
Load balancing: This criterion is tightly related to the
last criterion: data partitioning. But even if the data
has been partitioned evenly to avoid data skew, the
work load may still suffer from processing skew.
Redundancy handling: Redundancy handling signifies
some detailed measures to reduce the total run time,
which includes reducing the number of record pairs
to be compared and reducing the communication
efforts between different processors.
Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 provide
an overview and classification of the 34 considered
approaches based on the above-explained efficiency
criteria. Since data partitioning and load balancing is
tightly related, they are in the tables as one column.
Because efficiency-related criteria, as a motivation of
parallel ER, are the most important set of criteria, we
discuss each criterion in detail and describe solutions
developed for each of the involved problems in the
following subsections.
5.1 Blocking
Blocking as an efficient technique to reduce the search
space is considered by most publications. Standard
blocking, i.e. using single attributes or combined/
concatenated attributes as blocking keys, is most often
considered because of its simplicity and efficiency.
Nevertheless, because of data quality issues this
approach may decrease effectiveness, and unevenly
distributed key values may lead to data skew. Therefore,
other blocking methods, such as the sorted neighborhood
method [38], q-grams [72], inverted indexes [4] and
locality sensitive hashing [43], are also used in the
approaches. Particularly, PP-joins are used twice in the
listed approaches, which is a new blocking technique
that exploits the ordering information and can drastically
reduce the candidate set sizes and, hence, improve the
efficiency [91].
Except for the mentioned traditional blocking
techniques applied as a single step, in order to solve the
data skew problem, two-step blocking is considered in
some approaches. Two-step blocking will be discussed
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Table 6: Efficiency consideration of parallel DBMS ER
ID Blocking Data partitioning & Load balancing Redundancy handling
P-Swoosh [49] no or standardblocking
master node: sliding windows and send
non-match records to slave nodes &
horizontal and vertical load balancing
not described
Parallel
linkage [50] not described
replication of source A to all processors
and evenly partitioned source B not described
D-Swoosh [5] no or standardblocking scope functions
value equality,
hierarchies, linear
ordering & Reps
functions
FERAPA-
RDAF [79] standard blocking a labeled stream in Anthill not described
Febrl [14]
standard blocking,
sorted neighborhood,
q-gram
not described not described
Iterative
DDG [40] entity graph as input evenly partition input entity graph not described
Partition-
based [46] inverted index evenly partitioning
substring selection;
content filter;
effective indexing
as a method to solve the load balancing problem in the
following.
In this paper, we only present an overview and choices
made in existing publications for the blocking step in
parallel ER, and do not discuss the details and the
performance issues for different blocking techniques, as
mentioned above, Christen and Papadakis et al. provided
more detailed discussions and evaluations for existing
blocking techniques [74] [16].
5.2 Data Partitioning
Most of the approaches presented did not discuss data
partitioning in detail. They partition and allocate the
input data randomly or they first define blocking keys,
then just assign each block to each processing unit
without considering the load balancing problem.
However, data partitioning and load balancing are
important for parallel ER and may significantly influence
the performance. According to [51] the following
three general types of data partitioning strategies can be
distinguished:
• Size-based partitioning: evenly partitioning the
input data to several subsets, where the number
of partitions should be smaller than the number of
available nodes.
• Pair-based partitioning: first, all pairs that need
to be compared for the next step are generated, then
evenly dividing the record pairs into several subsets.
• Block-based partitioning: this method is designed
especially for ER with blocking techniques. It
distributes each block to one separate node. The
method is straightforward, but it suffers from a
potential load unbalancing problem, as blocks may
differ in their sizes. A node with a big block
will dominate the runtime and drag down the entire
parallel processing.
Except for the three general strategies to partition
the data to each node, Silva et al. provided a
partitioning method from a special perspective in [83,84]
by extending the QuickJoin ball partitioning [45] to
partition the input dataset iteratively until the sizes of
all partitions of data fit a single node, and similarity
comparison is only needed to be done within a single
node. This makes the QuickJoin ball partitioning
become its blocking technique at the same time.
Accordingly, their partitioning method also belongs to
the above-concluded block-based partitioning.
5.3 Load Balancing
As can be seen in the relevant tables, only few of the
presented approaches proposed a specific load balancing
strategy, but rather focused on other implementation
aspects. However, load balancing is very important and
is a factor that can significantly influence the efficiency
of parallel ER. If the workload is not evenly assigned
to available nodes, the nodes with a heavier load will
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Table 7: Efficiency consideration of mapReduce-based ER (1)
ID Blocking Data partitioning &Load balancing Redundancy handling
Pairwise
document [29] inverted index block-based not described
SSJ-2R [3] prefix filtering withinverted index
block-based &
bucketing technique
broadcast
the remainder file
Dedoop [51–58]
standard blocking &
(multi-pass) sorted
neighborhood
BlockSplit & PairRange
(BDM)
Check overlapping
blocking keys
VCL [87] prefix tokens orPP-join+ [91]
3 stages (BTO/OPTO; BK/PK;
BRJ/OPRJ) &
a Round-Robin order
not described
MapDup-
Reducer [88] PP-join+ [91] block-based not described
MD-
Approach [18]
two-step blocking with
sliding windows functions block-based not described
V-SMART-
Join [71] virtual inverted index
stopword removal or
dividing overloaded reducer
(sharding algorithm);
MapReduce combiner
not described
MRSimJoin
[83, 84]
ball partitioning in
QuickJoin [45] base and window-pair parition not described
LINDA [7]
first rank pairs to assign
similar pairs to a same
workpackage
workpackage-based &
server-controlled not described
Graph-based [48] two-step blocking withbinomial tree structure block-based not described
MR-DSJ [82] grid-based blocking block-based
smaller or
equal cell ID &
bit code &
MindistCell &
MindistPair
PHiDJ [32] grid-based blocking block-based &variable grid width
all measures in
MR-DSJ &
dimension group ID
dominate the runtime and lower the response time.
Therefore, the problem of unbalanced workloads has to
be taken seriously.
Some approaches proposed one or more solutions to
solve problems of unbalanced load of parallel ER. Based
on the publications referenced in the tables, as well as
other load-balancing-focused publications, we point out
two typical solutions.
Prevention-based methods: This means generating
blocks less than a pre-set size. Oversized temporary
blocks have to be divided into several sub-blocks until
all blocks have less than the pre-set size. In addition, in
the presented approaches two minor techniques are used
to optimize this method. One suggests using a binomial
tree structure to conduct (sub-)blocks [68], the other one
is using a sliding window to lower the false negative
rate [18].
Remedying-based methods: When the input data
and applied blocking strategy lead to oversized blocks,
some approaches suggest remedying this load balancing
problem by two kinds of solutions. The first solution
is to divide existing over-sized blocks into several sub-
blocks to keep all blocks in a similar size and then
redivided blocks, also called partitions, are assigned
to each processing unit [56]. This solution appears
to be similar to prevention-based methods. However,
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Table 8: Efficiency Consideration of MapReduce-based ER (2)
ID Blocking Data partitioning &Load balancing Redundancy handling
Cluster Join [19] each partition as oneblock
home and outer partitioning &
dynamic, 2d-hashing to split
oversized partitions
candidate filters;remove
mapping-phase-
redundancy
Graph-
parallel [66]
locality sensitive
hashing via Min-hash
first loading a graph to show
the blocking result, then
sending record to buckets with
vertexes & RCP
first transferring record ID
then real records
Mass Join [20] standard blocking
greedy/random strategy &
multitokens instead of single
tokens
2-phase verification;
merge key-value pairs;
light-weight filter unit;
string ids to replace strings
DCS++
MR-ER [69] [36] DCS++ [26] BlockSlicer transitive closure
Sort-Map-
Reduce [62] [63]
(multi-pass) sorted
neighborhood partition using preset functions not described
FACET [93] prefix and lengthfiltering not described
Removing duplicate pairs
using key
SJT-based [61] SJT indexing extended EFM graphpartitioning
inter-node comparison
pruning
High velocity
streams [6]
weighted-graph-based
blocking pair-based pruning graph of blocking
Dis-Dedup [17] Min-hash triangle distribution avoid comparingredundant pairs
Meta-
blocking [27]
three-stage
Meta-blocking
exploiting the power law
distribution of block carnality
then evenly partitioning
not described
Sampling-
based [11] each partition is a block
CPM and KPM partition
methods to achieve load
balancing
range-object, double-pivot,
pivot filtering, and plane
sweeping techniques
Density-based
blocking [25] density-based blocking randomly split the dataset not described
Table 9: Efficiency consideration of Spark-based ER
ID Blocking Data partitioning &Load balancing Redundancy handling
Density-based
blocking [25]
density-based
unsupervised blocking randomly spit the dataset not described
RDD-based
ER [10]
locality sensitive
hashing & BKDRhash
function
block-based Spark filter
ER of healthcare
data [76] standard blocking block-based not described
DCS++
Spark-ER [70] DCS++ [26] fixed input partition size transitive closure
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Table 10: Classification of load balancing techniques
First Step Second Step Proposed approaches
Block Distribution Matrix Block-based
BlockSplit [56]
BlockSlicer [36]
Pair-based PairRange [56]
Sketch-based data profiling Block-based Cell-block devision [92]Pair-based Cell-range devision [92]
since blocks have already been generated, two steps are
needed for this method. First, all block sizes should be
known. Then, the oversized blocks should be eliminated
and very small blocks may be combined. For the
first step, two basic data structures are proposed to
store the block size information: one is a matrix [56],
the other one is to adopt a FastAGMS sketch [92]
to estimate the block size, which is more scalable
than the matrix [92]. For the second step, oversized
block elimination can be a block-based or a pair-based
approach [56]. Block-based approach means to directly
divide the oversized blocks into smaller ones. Pair-
based approach means calculating all needed compared
pairs and evenly distribute them to nodes. Compared to
the block-based approach, the pair-based approach can
generate a more balanced workload but its additional
overhead will deteriorate the overall execution time
when the data set is relatively small [56]. Different
approaches have been developed and a short overview
is provided in Table 10. Therein, both BlockSplit and
BlockSlicer use a block distribution matrix to store block
sizes and then divide oversized blocks into small sub-
blocks. The difference is that BlockSlicer generates less
key-value pairs for the reduce phase and the performance
is improved [36]. The other solution is to generate all
pairs based on the result of blocking and assign each
pair a number to count and mark each record pair, then
sending them to the processing unit by round robin [41].
5.4 Redundancy Handling
In the four tables on efficiency (Table 6, Table 7, Table 8,
and Table 9), measures for redundancy handling are
listed in the last column. When developers design a
new workflow for ER, possible optimizations can be
inspired by those measures, and we will classify them
to four categories. Specific approaches mentioned in
the tables may be useful and can be directly applied
to other applications to improve the performance. We
categorized those measures into the following types:
Measures to remove redundant comparison pairs
caused by overlapping between blocks: These
measures deal with redundant or unneeded
comparisons due to the overlapping of blocks
that are generated, where common pairs should
be detected and compared only once. Existing
methods to handle this redundancy can be found in
the following publications: [5], [19], [20], [55],
[57], [93], [82] and [32]. The shared idea to solve
this problem is first identifying all candidate blocks
of a record pair, then choosing the block with the
smallest block ID to be responsible for comparing
the pair.
Transitive closure: Transitive closure means that a
record pair can be directly considered as match or
non-match without a comparison between them, if
they can be deduced with the following two rules.
The first one is the deduced match case: If we know
record pairs (a, b) and (b, c) are both match pairs,
then we deduce that the pair (a, c) is also a match
pair. The second one is the deduced non-match
case: If we know the record pair (a, b) is a match
pair and the other record pair (b, c) is a non-match
pair, then we deduce that the pair (a, c) is a non-
match pair. Mestre et al. have applied the transitive
closure during the step of pair-wise comparison to
reduce the number of record pairs that need to be
compared [70] [69] [36].
Further pruning techiques: There is a variety of other
pruning technologies used to reduce the number
of record pairs that address different aspects of
the input data. The details of these pruning
technologies and processing frameworks can be
found in [20], [19], [27], [6], [46], [11], [61],
[82] and [32].
Avoiding the transfer of unnecessary data: All of
the above three categories are used to reduce
the number of required comparisons. However,
redundancy may also refer to the communication
efforts between different processors or nodes for
transferring unnecessary data. Malhotra et al. [66]
and Deng et al. [20] presented their measures
to avoid unnecessary communication cost, which
transfer record IDs instead of records themselves
to reduce the overhead. Baraglia et al. [3] used
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broadcast to reduce the communication overhead.
This list of types does indicate further optimisation
potential for existing approaches and may serve as a
guideline to consider during the development of new
approaches.
6 OPEN CHALLENGES
From the descriptions in the previous sections, it is
obvious that currently there are a number of ongoing
research activities in the field of parallel ER. Partly
building on established solutions, like using Parallel
DBMS, partly being inspired by the availability of new
parallel programming frameworks developed to support
Big Data and Cloud-scale data processing. Many
interesting specific solutions were developed, which
often complement each other, but sometimes address
contradicting requirements of divergent applications.
Even considering the presented scale of available
solutions, from our point of view, a number of basic
questions remain open for future solutions in parallel ER.
These open challenges are:
Choosing a suitable big data processing framework:
As outlined before, there was no systematic analysis
of required properties of a framework. MapReduce
was mostly used, because it was popular and
allowed some improvement. So far, there was only
very limited research on Spark-based ER. Spark
is said to be able to run programs up to 100 times
faster than Hadoop MapReduce in memory, or
10 times faster on disk2. This and other criteria
indicate possible room for improvement. Besides
Hadoop MapReduce and Apache Spark, there
have been other new frameworks developed in
recent years, e.g., Apache Flink [9] [31]. However,
which framework is the best option depends on the
specific application scenarios.
Comparison between different implementations:
Although MapReduce-based parallelism is
very popular, there are still debates on its
performance and other aspects. In some papers,
its performance is proven to be worse than general
parallel programming for some data processing
tasks [86] [75]. Therefore, one open issue is
to compare the MapReduce-based parallel and
general parallel data processing comprehensively
for solving ER.
Blocking techniques for large-scale data: Some
familiar blocking techniques such as canopy
2 http://spark.apache.org/
clustering [67], iterative blocking [89], are not
deeply studied in parallel ER and new blocking
techniques may be developed for large-scale data.
Graph-based parallel ER: Currently there is only little
research on this area. However, when relationships
between records are available, by considering these
relationships with graph-based approaches, parallel
ER can benefit from it and improve the effectiveness
while improving the performance by parallelism.
The research on graph-based parallel ER can turn to
some graph processing systems, such as GPS [78],
Pregel [65], and Giraph [13].
Task parallelism: No research except [79] discusses
task parallelism in ER . However, since each step
in ER needs time to process large-scale data, task
parallelism is suitable for ER to reduce its entire
processing time and throughput. Therefore, more
research should be expected on task parallelism of
ER.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we conducted a comprehensive survey on
parallel ER approaches and identify their classification
based on three sets of criteria: general-aspect,
effectiveness-based and efficiency-based criteria.
General-aspect criteria include the specific operation
types, number of input sources and the input data
type, which do not relate to any specific algorithms
and indicate some fundamental considerations.
Effectiveness-based criteria involve those criteria,
whose purpose is to make ER more effective, including
data preprocessing, similarity function, match mode and
clustering.
Efficiency-based criteria are the most important ones
for parallel ER, which pursues higher efficiency. This set
of criteria include technologies used in blocking, data
partitioning, load balancing and redundancy handling.
For those, we illustrated the most critical research
questions: Which possible ways exist to efficiently
partition data? As distributions of blocking key may be
uneven, which leads to data skew problems in parallel
ER, how to balance the workload after the blocking step?
Which specific measures can be taken into consideration
to improve efficiency further?
Important open issues in the area of parallel ER
are discussed. Accordingly, our future work will be
focused on architectures and frameworks, starting by
investigating Spark-based parallel ER methods and its
evaluation in comparison to others.
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